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2012 Annual Report: Media, Journalism & Film Department  
Mark Biggs, Head 

 

1. 2012 Top Priorities for MJF 

 Personnel – hire new and replacement faculty  

 Program Assessment Implementation  

 Curriculum Development 

 Enhance Internal Communications  

 Recruitment, Retention and Enrollment Management  

 Program Enhancement Initiatives 
 

2. Progress Report on department goals and priorities for 2012 
 

Goal: Personnel – Faculty Searches 
Actions Taken:  Three searches conducted in Media Theory, Broadcast /Convergence Journalism and 

Screenwriting. Two were unexpected searches due to Diana Botsford’s resignation 
and the failure of Prof. Mitchell (BJ) to show up to teach in the fall. 

Outcomes:  Hired two tenure-track assistant professors: media theory (Emanuelle Wessels – 
replacement Buzzard) and screenwriting (Richard Amberg – replacement Botsford) 

 Hired instructor (Leonard Horton – replacement Mitchell) in broadcast journalism   

Analysis:  Very successful year. We hired three talented professors and introduced more 
diversity into the MJF faculty. 

Next Steps  Implement junior faculty training & retention program and help faculty immediately 
focus on teaching and research regimen 

 Conduct search to replace Colby Jennings (transferred to Art & Design)  

 Possible search for Assistant Professor in Digital Film (Charlie Cline reappointed as 
instructor when this search failed in 2011). He will likely leave MSU this year. 

 

Goal: Program Assessment Implementation  
Actions Taken:  Journalism Program Assessed (Print/Internet and Broadcast) 

 First of three Department SLO’s assessed (Ethics) 

 Blackboard site for archiving assessment materials established, rubrics developed for 
ethics and Journalism  

Outcomes:  Most journalism students at developing stage.  Will discuss potential need for a 
grammar course and the benefits of a common journalism core.  

 We need to develop an ethics component in one or more 300/400 level classes and 
integrate the discussion of ethics more fully across the curriculum 

 We need to gather a larger sample of assessment materials from selected courses so 
that we can draw meaningful assessment conclusions in the future 

 We will develop procedures to communicate SLO’s more clearly to per course faculty 

Analysis:  We learned a great deal about how to efficiently gather and assess materials for 
program assessment.  First round of program assessment stimulated important 
discussions across the department about what learning outcomes we want students 
to gain and about how to structure the curriculum to achieve these SLO’s.  Lots of 
good curriculum discussions have resulted in multi-section classes as well.    

Next Steps  Implement changes recommended by this year’s program assessment of journalism 
and the MJF Department Ethics SLO 

 Develop rubrics to assess the comprehensive production program (Digital Film and 
Media Production) and the second Department SLO (in Theory) next year 

 

Goal: Curriculum Development 
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Actions Taken:  Developed final online screenwriting class for certificate/minor programs 

 Developed and sent forward a proposal for an MSAS option in Producing and 
Screenwriting.  Proposal is in Graduate College awaiting review in F’13.  

 Modified & taught core class MED 220: Case Studies in Mass Media a second time 

 MED 274: Intro to Film proposed as a new Gen Ed course 

Outcomes:  Online screenwriting classes were fully enrolled and got good feedback  

 MSAS proposal received initial positive feedback from the College of Grad Studies  

 Feedback from students and faculty in MED 220 generally positive 

 MED 274 accepted for inclusion in revised Gen Ed courses 

Analysis:  As envisioned, the department core overhaul (MED 130: Fundamentals of Media 
Convergence and MED 220: Case Studies in Mass Media) appears to be providing 
essential media literacy and convergence skills to all of our majors.  

 The MSAS graduate option, if approved, will open a promising new venue for the 
department.  Best of all, by utilizing existing faculty and online screenwriting classes, 
MJF’s first venture into graduate education will not require additional resources. 

 MED 274 should increase department SCH production starting F’14 

Next Steps  Begin review and revisions of MED 304: Media Theory and MED 454: Media Analysis 
and Criticism.  Review needed now that curriculums in MED 120 and MED 220 have 
been set and an assistant professor of media theory has been hired. 

 If approved, implement the MSAS graduate option in Producing and Screenwriting 

 Assess need to develop new curriculum for a second department production  

 Review Journalism Program and Non-Comp Mass Media options to see if their 
current structure is meeting the needs of students in the best possible ways. 

 

Goal: Enhance Internal Communication  
Actions Taken:  MJF website content developed 

 Dept meetings with all majors (F & S) and with freshmen & first-time transfers in fall 

 Sent regular email blasts to inform majors about department news & initiatives 

 Student Advisory Board maintained – selected replacements in the spring 

 Department continued support for student entry fees to festivals & competitions  

Outcomes:  MJF websites launched late spring 2013 

 Communication with students appears to be improving 
 Higher regional visibility for department through significant awards: Student Emmy 

(Academy of Television Arts & Sciences), Best of Festival Award (BEA), Best All-
Around Non-Daily Newspaper (Society of Professional Journalists)  

 55 total awards provide ongoing evidence of successful learning outcomes and 
program excellence. Awards also provide a good recruitment & retention tool.   

Analysis:  Student satisfaction is better than two years ago – less complaints, better response to 
communication efforts. Ex: Student advisory board expressed enthusiasm for the idea 
of developing a freshmen boot camp for journalism & production majors. 

 Communication tools now in place to help with recruitment and retention activities 

Next Steps  Use communication tools including MJF Facebook site to get dept info out to students 

 Use MJF blog and website to post award-winning student work & to provide useful 
info for MJF majors (production schedules, alumni info, internship & production 
opportunities, etc.) 

 Launch new EA websites in the fall of 2013  

 Develop boot camp concept for possible implementation in Spring 2014 
 

Goal: Recruitment, Retention & Enrollment Management 
Actions Taken:  Began targeted recruitment of journalism and production HS students in NW Arkansas 

 Contacted transfer students and majors on academic probation for special advising 
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sessions with Assistant Department Head or Department Senior Advisor  

 Increased efforts to recruit presidential scholars during campus recruitment activities  

 Updated and created recruitment materials for department 

 Increased admission requirements for majors from 2.25 to 2.30 (combined GPA) 

Outcomes:  Increase in diversity of MJF students (18.6% minority in 2012 vs. 15.5% in 2011) 

 Retention rates increased slightly (F’11 rate of 83.86 %  vs. F’10 rate of 83.33%) 

 Reduction in total majors – 425 (vs. 458 in F’11).  We anticipated a drop of 5-8% when 
2.3 GPA requirement was passed in 2011.  2012 drop of 33 majors = 7.2% reduction. 

Analysis:  Efforts to recruit additional minorities students appear to be working 

 Additional recruitment efforts of academically gifted majors will be needed to offset 
drop in majors who cannot achieve the required 2.3 GPA entrance requirement 

Next Steps  Targeted recruitment outreach in St. Louis  & KC  & NW Arkansas – visit targeted 
schools once every other year if possible 

 Increase recruitment outreach in Springfield HS’s and OTC’s media program 

 Work to increase retention rates for first-year first-time students with GPA’s above 
2.5 – continue fall meeting with freshmen and 1

st
 time transfer students to build 

identification with the department 

 Develop freshmen boot camp to create a significant student engagement experience 
 

Goal: Program Enhancement  Initiatives 
Actions Taken:  Created a fee proposal for production intensive courses in MJF 

 Video server purchased to complete high definition TV studio conversion  

 Completed and launched department’s first web series, Epilogue  

 Began study away program with Oxford Brookes University in England (first dept-to-
dept. exchange at MSU). Met with Oxford Brookes personnel in St. Louis in May to 
discuss strategies to grow this program.   

Outcomes:  Board of Governors approved (S’13) a $54/course fee for 19 MJF production courses  

 3
rd

 phase of HD conversion of Instructional TV Studio completed  

 Web series won 10 awards in five national and regional competitions, including Emmy 

 Sent one major to study at Oxford Brookes University in F’12 & two in S’13 

Analysis:  Production Program Fees should generate approximately $22,000/year – providing a 
critical replacement for SCUF fees that are no longer available to support our labs   

 Web series significantly enhanced the production program experience for majors and 
offers MJF a significant recruitment opportunity  

 Oxford Brookes experience a good option especially for film & media studies majors 

Next Steps  Use production program fees to purchase equipment needed to convert Strong Hall 
112 (Audio lab) and 113 (video lab) into one large lab.  Current labs are limited to 14-
15 students and five or six computers in each lab.  12-14 work stations and up to 20 
students could fit into a unified lab space allowing more students to gain hands-on 
experience in audio and video post-production classes.  

 Review enrollment effects (if any) of new program fees in FY14 

 Continue Instructional TV studio upgrade – prepare major equipment grant for HD 
Character Generator ($25K) to replace existing standard-def CG that is 10 years old. 

 Begin planning for second interdisciplinary department production effort 

 Continue to foster student interest in study away opportunities with Oxford Brookes  
 

3. Department Progress/Status in Dashboard reporting areas: 
 

a. Enrollment management: 

 Canceled four undersubscribed sections: JRN 381 & MED 454 in S’12, MED 300 in Sum’12, and 
MED 304 in F’12   
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 Major headcount dropped 7.2% in F’12 to 425 majors (413 first + 12 second majors) vs. 458 
(F’11). Loss of 33 majors is related to increase in GPA entrance requirement and to losses in 
Media Studies (-18 majors) and Film Studies (-20 majors). We need to increase recruitment 
efforts & study how to make critical studies options more attractive to prospective majors.   

 Fall freshmen headcount down 12 students (81 vs. 93 in 2011).  Sophomore headcount down 3 
students at 92, Junior up 3 at 116, seniors down 22 at 133. Grad students steady at 3. Important 
to continue efforts to recruit freshmen next year & to improve retention rate. Seniors were 
down this year because of the new 2.3 GPA entrance requirement and high graduation rate.  

 MJF conferred 104 degrees in 2012. Highest number ever (up 4 students over 2011). This 
number accounted for 20% of all COAL undergrad degrees conferred (17% of all COAL degrees). 

 Total SCH production decreased 4.7% or 383 hours (7822 SCH vs. 8205 SCH in 2011)  

 Total SCH down largely because we offered 8 fewer sections in 2012 (-9 upper & +1 lower div)   

 Lower division SCH production was up 57 hours (+ 2%); upper division SCH’s down 458 hours     
(- 8.7%); graduate SCH up 18 hours (+ 15.8%).  

 2 ½ fewer FTE faculty in 2012 (Dickson, Buzzard + ½ Joyce) accounted for the reduction in upper 
division SCH production. Altogether, we offered 9 fewer upper division sections in 2012. 
Tenured/tenure track and regular faculty produced 453 fewer SCH’s in 2012. 

 Summer SCH’s down 14 hours but still strong for MJF at 364. 
 

b. Access:  

 Online SCH -- up 66 hrs. (+22.9%) over 2011. Most online hours ever produced at 354 SCH.  

 Evening/Weekend SCH – up 719 hours (+48.5% / 411 SCH lower div. + 314 SCH upper div. 
credits).  MJF offered 5 more upper div. adjunct sections in 2012 than in 2011 in part to offset 
the retirements of two tenured faculty and the resignation of one half-time instructor.   

 Traditional SCH -- down 1,107 hours.   

 Intersession SCH production down 17 hrs.  Off campus SCH down 44 hrs.   
 

c. Student Success: 

 Overall retention rate = 83.86% for F’11 (up .6 % over F’10).  University retention = 76.72% 

 Fall Freshman retention up at 72.53% (+ 4.2% over F’10 but still below COAL average of 
75.86%).  Sophomore retention = 83.87% (up +5.5%).  Junior = 88.39% (+1.3%).   Senior 
retention rate down at 88.51% (down 7.3% vs. 2011).  

 MJF will continue to work on freshman retention but expects senior retention rates to 
stabilize now that 2.3 GPA entrance requirement has rippled through the senior ranks.  We will 
closely monitor the freshmen retention rates for pre-admit Film Studies (75%), Media Studies 
(69%), print/internet journalism (76%), &  EA audio studies majors (69%).  

 Success via external assessment: 55 national, regional & state awards won by MJF/EA students   

 MAPP Scores: MJF = 450.25 (up slightly from 449.04 in 2011).  COAL average = 453.9.  Will 
reinforce importance of exit exam tests to seniors next year.  

 

d. Resources & Productivity: 

 Delaware Data: 118.7 MJF SCH/DEL SCH (Tenure/tenure track faculty = 111.5; regular = 92.7). 
MJF FTE faculty are working hard and being very competitive in SCH production vs. Delaware. 

 MSU SCH cost is 68.52% of Delaware SCH cost.  MJF SCH value of $209 compares very favorably 
with the Delaware Average SCH Cost of $305.  Second best in COAL after only Theatre & Dance. 

 MJF FTE Costs are 69.06% of Delaware FTE Costs.   Again a very favorable cost comparison. 
 Tenured/tenure track faculty produced 4446 SCH = - 562 SCH less than 2011. The -11%  

drop in SCH is the result of tenured/tenure track faculty teaching 12 fewer sections in 2012.  
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Buzzard + Dickson (-10 sections) and Bihlmeyer (-1 section for research release F’12). 

 Regular faculty produced 1,189 SCH = + 121 SCH (11.3%).  They taught 3 more sections in ’12. 

 Supplemental Fac. produced 110.2 SCH vs. Delaware SCH. Adjuncts produced 1918 SCH, up 229  
SCH’s vs. 2011. We continue to rely on more per course than we would like in MJF.  We will do 
so again in 2013. 

 

e. Research & Scholarship: 

 A generally productive year for MJF faculty: published 1 book (Buzzard), and participated in 9 
international and national art exhibitions (Jennings).   

 Two books (Mark Paxton, Diana Botsford) were completed in 2012 and published early in 2013 
(January and February). One book chapter completed & accepted for 2013 publication (White) 
and three articles (Bihlmeyer, Pardue, A. Cline) accepted so far for publication in 2013.  

 Mary Jane Pardue won 2012 University Foundation Award in Service  

 Larson and Botsford won a BEA Award of Excellence: Mixed Video (Teacher/Student Co-
Production) for their work on Epilogue 

 

f. Program/Curriculum Enhancement: 

 Program fee proposal for production intensive courses was submitted to Board of Governors 
and eventually approved ($54/course for 19 production courses) 

 Program assessment implemented – 1/3 of programs and Department SLO’s assessed    

 MSAS option in Producing and Screenwriting developed – submitted to graduate college S’13 

 New online class in screenwriting (MED 566) was developed (offered Spring 2013) 

 MED 274 approved as a new Gen Ed option in revised curriculum.  MED 120 also approved. 
 

4. Priority Areas for Action in 2013: 

 Personnel – conduct search to replace Colby Jennings (tenure track new media assistant 
professor) – discuss replacing Charlie Cline (instructor) with Assistant Professor in Digital Film. 

 Recruitment & Retention:  Will look closely at the possibility of creating a freshmen intensive 
experience through a journalism and production boot camp scenario.  Will expand 
faculty/student visits to high schools in KC and St. Louis and Springfield.   

 Program Assessment: assess second department SLO in Theory, and Media Production Program 
in Mass Media.  Implement suggested changes in Journalism program (and carry on 
conversation about best structure for journalism program).   

 Program Enhancement: Seek major equipment grant to replace 10 year old character generator 
in Instructional TV Studio ($25,000).  Pursue plans to remove wall between Strong 112 and 113 
to make one larger post production lab to allow for classes of 20-22 students.  Current labs 
restricted in size capacity.  Allow for more computers available to students in a class (currently 
restricted to 6/room).  Should not restrict number of classes currently being offered. Use 
program fee money to purchases additional computers, software and hardware for this 
renovation. 

 Internal communication – implement new electronic arts website and begin to use enhanced 
opportunities on MJF website to provide student resources (ex: internship info, job 
opportunities, production board, alumni news) and via  Twitter and Facebook.  

 Curriculum Enhancement & Review: Will review and revise MED 304: Media Theory and MED 
454: Media Analysis and Criticism in light of new core requirements. Will review Journalism 
Program to see if any benefit could be gained by creating a joint core for the options of 
Print/Internet and Broadcast. Will take a look at Media and Film Studies to see if greater 
definition in this non-comp degree could help us market it better to prospective students. 
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FACULTY, STUDENT, AND PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS  
MEDIA, JOURNALISM & FILM DEPARTMENT 

 
1. 2012 MJF Faculty Accomplishments: 

 
3 Books completed in 2012: 
 

Audience Ratings in a Digital Era  - Karen Buzzard, Routledge Press.  Published 2012. 
Media Perspectives on Intelligent Design and Evolution – Mark Paxton, ABC-CLIO. Published Jan 
2013. 
The Drift – Diana Botsford, MGM Studios / Fandemonium Books. Published Feb. 2013. 
 
9 Gallery shows including 3 international exhibitions in Holland, Greece and Germany of video 
art work by Colby Jennings. 
 
University Foundation Award for Excellence in Service – Dr. Mary Jane Pardue.  Dr. Pardue was 
also promoted to Full Professor in S’13. 
 
Award of Excellence: Mixed Video (Teacher/Student Co-Production) - Diana Botsford & Dr. 
Deborah L. Larson, Epilogue the Series. 
 
National Service: Mary Jane Pardue served on the Board of Governors for SABEW (Society of 
American Business Editors and Writers) – one of only five academics ever elected to this board.  
 

2. MJF/EA Student Accomplishments:  
 

MJF student work garnered 55 awards in national, regional and state competitions or festivals.  Notable 
accomplishments: 
 

 Epilogue won 10 awards, including 2nd place Emmy, Series, in the 34th College Television Awards. 
This is MJF’s first Student Emmy Award. http://www.emmysfoundation.org/2013-college-television-award-winners   

 Stephanie Anderson, photographer for The Standard took 3rd Place, Sports Picture Category, in 
the Associated Collegiate Press Awards national competition.  
http://www.studentpress.org/acp/winners/photo12.html   

 5 awards in Broadcast Education Association’s Student “Festival of Media Arts” competition – 
including Best of Festival, Dramatic Production for Ghoul School.  Over 1300 entries with 13 
Best of Festival Awards bestowed. http://www.beaweb.org/2013/festival.html 

 The Standard earned 4 awards including Best All-Around Non-Daily Student Newspaper-4 Year 
College/University, in Region 7, Society of Professional Journalism competition. 

 The Standard won 23 awards at the Missouri College Media Association competition including 
Best in State (all Divisions), Journalist of the Year (Megan Gates), and Best Overall Newspaper 
(Division 1) beating out MU, UMKC, UMSL, Washington Univ., and SLU.  

 Media and journalism students won 13 awards in the Missouri Broadcast Educators Association 
Competition – including more 1st place and more total awards than any other MO university.   

 First student film accepted into the Cannes Film Festival’s Short Film Corner. Komisch, Garrett 
Tripp (dir.), Adam Wagner (DP), Travis Niedergerke (sound), Sean Flinchpaugh (visual effects). 

http://www.emmysfoundation.org/2013-college-television-award-winners
http://www.studentpress.org/acp/winners/photo12.html
http://www.beaweb.org/2013/festival.html
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RATIONALE FOR FACULTY POSITIONS NEEDED IN MJF    
Search in FY14 / Start in FY15 

 
Current Faculty Situation: 
 
The full time faculty in Media, Journalism & Film was down significantly in FY 13.   
 
In FY 12, there were 15 FTE faculty in MJF, including 11 tenured/tenure track, 3 instructors (Cline, 
Dimond, Joyce) and 1 Visiting Assistant Professor (Jennings).  
 
In FY13, MJF had 12 FTE faculty, including 10 tenured/tenure track and 2 instructors.  The shortages in 
ranked faculty this year was due to the retirement of Karen Buzzard and Tom Dickson (Feb 2012) and 
the departure of Adam Joyce (1/2 time instructor in MJF) from MSU at the end of the spring semester.  
 
The total number of MJF majors fell by 33 students in FY13 to a total of 425 majors.  Though down, still a 
large number of majors for a relatively small full-time faculty. 
 
During FY13, Diana Botsford tenured her resignation and one new faculty member who we hired to 
teach in the BJ program failed to show up to teach at MSU.   This situation led to MJF conducting three 
successful faculty searches in FY13 for: 1) an instructor in broadcast journalism (replacement for 
Dickson), 2) an assistant professor in screenwriting (replacement for Botsford), and 3) an assistant 
professor in media theory (as a replacement for Karen Buzzard).   
 
At the end of the year, Assistant Professor Colby Jennings who was hired in FY12, moved from MJF to 
Art & Design to replace Rebecca Xu who resigned her position in computer Animation in the spring.  
 
In FY14, MJF will have a total of 14 FTE ranked faculty, including 11 tenured/tenure track and 3 
instructors.  
 
We anticipate that student enrollment will remain essentially the same as this year, ranging between 
410 to 420 majors.   
 
Based upon the current situation, MJF is requesting consideration for two faculty searches to start in the 
fall of 2013: 
 

1. Assistant Professor of New Media – replacement for Colby Jennings. Anticipated salary = 
$52,000.  Jennings’ FY14 salary would have been $53,040. 
 
We have no full time faculty teaching in the new media/multimedia area of the EA and MJF 
programs.  This position is critical in order to maintain the new media program and the majors 
pursuing these classes in our EA, Digital Film and Media Production programs.  In addition, Colby 
taught one section of MED 130: Fundamentals of Media Convergence each semester (60 
students/year).  We must find someone skilled in multimedia production and convergence 
theory to teach this important department core class.  
 

2. Assistant Professor of Digital Film Production – replacement for Charlie Cline.  Anticipated 
salary of $51,000 to $52,000. Charlie’s salary for FY14 will be $47,796. 
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Charlie Cline was originally hired as a temporary replacement for Mark Biggs when he moved to 
acting head of Theatre and Dance in 2008.  In 2011, we conducted a search for an assistant 
professor in digital film production that failed.  That year, we determined the best course of 
action was to rehire Charlie Cline as an instructor in digital film.  This year, I became aware that 
Charlie and his wife (who has now completed her Ph.D. in English from Washington University) 
are beginning to look in earnest for jobs at other institutions.  I anticipate that he will find a 
suitable position this year and in all likelihood will not be returning to MSU in FY15.   
 
It is critically important that MJF fill this position with a tenure-track faculty who has significant 
production experience in cinematography, editing, and directing.  Digital Film is our largest with 
program with 120 majors.  This faculty line also has a significant impact on the Electronic Arts 
and the Media Production programs, which together serve another 140+ majors.  
 
It will be a significant blow to the department if we do not act to fill this position with a full time 
faculty member in anticipation of Charlie Cline leaving MSU.  We simply cannot adequately 
serve the needs of nearly 260 production majors with per course faculty.   
 
As a result of these factors, I would recommend that COAL consider allowing MJF to launch a 
search for an assistant professor of digital film production in the fall of 2013.   


